12th ALL INDIA ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION FOR STUDENTS-2012

Essay Writing is like studying your soul. Have you ever wondered why do Teachers and Professors give you this bunch of written assignments? Why can’t they ask you all that in an oral form? The answer is quite simple. When you write an essay – you learn to express yourself in a more logical way, and also you develop your writing skills, your vocabulary and your own writing style. By writing essays you can grow to be a very talented and creative writer or speaker, or logical thinker or whatever. Writing develops you in many ways.

Please be informed that ICSI-EIRC is organizing the 12th All India Essay Writing Competition for the students of the Institute on the theme:

“Transparency in Governance is the ultimate Key to Reforms”

You are invited to write an Essay in English on the above topic in not more than 2000 words. The Essay should be neatly typed in double space and preferably a Soft Copy in a CD should also be sent along with the Essay. ALTERNATIVELY

The Essay could be sent as an attachment in Word File and e-mailed to Utpal.mukherjee@icsi.edu / tapas.roy@icsi.edu with the subject being “12th All India Essay Writing Competition -2012”.

Please mention your Name, Registration No., Stage of course, Complete Postal Address, Contact Number and e-mail ID for our record & reference. Students who have cleared all groups of the Professional Programme CS Examinations shall not be eligible to participate in the competition. Participation is restricted to the students of the ICSI only.

The essay must be your own original work. In case, any material has been quoted, it must be specifically mentioned and its source should be clearly stated in the foot note.

In case the essay is being sent by post, the same should be sent at the following address, duly sealed in a cover marked “12th All India Essay Writing Competition -2012”

Mr. Tapas Kumar Roy, Assistant Education Officer, ICSI-EIRC Building, 3A, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata – 700 019.

A Memento/ Commendation Certificate would be presented to the Winner of the above said national event at the appropriate function of the ICSI (date, time & venue of the same shall be intimated later on).

Traveling expenses of such National winner who is going to receive the award will be borne by institute’s HQ. (i.e. to & fro bus fare or train fare of 3rd AC from the place of residence of student to the place where the award function shall be organized)

The decision of the judges as regards the result of the competition will be final and binding